The energy efficiency (EE) of distributed antenna systems (DAS) is varied with antenna placement. In this paper, we are try to acquire the optimal antenna location which maximizes EE for DAS. Instead of considering the three factors (antenna locations, transmit power and antenna number) respectively as before, two of them will be studied towards EE together each time, such as transmit power with antenna location or antenna number. First, we describe the relationships between the three aforementioned factors and system average capacity using an analysis expression. Second, we derive a formula of EE. Then, we make a Monte-Carlo simulation and generate some three-dimensional diagrams. Through the simulation results, we achieve the optimal antenna location while EE is maximization.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, energy consumption has drawn more and more researcher's attention with the growing importance of the environmental protection. Since the distributed antenna system can greatly improve the performance of wireless communication systems, such as reducing radiated power, extending the cell coverage, and improving spectral efficiency and EE, it has been widely studied in previous works. Different from co-located antenna system (CAS), distributed antenna system (DAS) deploys remote antenna units (RAUs) in a cell separately and all RAUs are connected with a baseband processing unit (BPU) which is located in the central of the cell using optical fiber. Roughly speaking, the main factors affect EE are transmitted power, antenna number and antenna location. However, recent works about EE or system average capacity often devote their efforts on optimizing EE or capacity only with one of these factors each time, while set the other factors aside, which make it difficulty maybe impossible for us to treat the overall systems as an organic entirety. In [1] ， Robbins-Monro method is applied to acquire the optimal antenna placement with the purpose of maximizing the capacity. [2] also studies the antennas deployment for the capacity maximization using an iteration procedure and presents a simulation about capacity versus RAU positions. [3] focuses on finding the optimal antenna location to maximize cell average ergodic capacity under a DAS topology with no BPU in the central of the cell. In [4] transmit power at different path loss exponent and RAU locations have been studied versus EE separately in DAS under selective transmission scheme. [5] deduces analysis expression of the optimal antenna deployment under selective transmission scheme. The article also discusses the relationships between capacity and the number of RAUs, and relationships between capacity and SNR. [6] studies the optimal antenna location and antenna number in DAS under selective transmission strategy. There are very few works in studying the optimal number of RAUs with the goal of maximizing EE. In [7] , author makes a research on getting the optimal number of RAUs choosing selection transmission method. To sum up, many works have been done in RAU deployment to maximize the capacity or EE. Compare with set EE as the utility function, many more papers treat capacity maximization as their goal. According to previous works, either capacity or EE, it is nearly not possible for authors to derive the exact analysis expression under one user connects more than one RAUs condition, and thus most of them are forced into solving this issue choosing numerical method. Although in the case of one user connecting to the nearest one RAU scenario, [5] presents a beautiful formula, but it's not suitable in reality as the nearest RAU maybe not the best one and it is wastes of system resource since the other RAUs aren't in use. In addition, the above works share the same shortcomings of only taking into account the effect to capacity or EE of one factor each time.
Since the locations of RAUs has a great influence on EE, we focus our attention mainly on optimizing the RAU location to maximize the EE (not the capacity) for DAS on one user connects with all RAUs scenario, taking other factors, such as transmit power into consideration, instead of only concerning one of them like conventional works. After necessary theory analysis, we give some simulation results to illustrate the relationships between the EE and the factors mentioned above. As a result, we find out the variation tendency of EE with transmit power and RAU location (or RAU number), and obtain the optimal RAU location (i.e. optimal RAU deployment) corresponding to the maximum EE. Besides, we also make our efforts on determining the optimal number of RAUs for EE maximization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows, section II illustrates the system model and provides the expression of system average capacity. Section III derived the close-form expression for EE. In section IV, some simulations will be presented about EE relative to transmit power and RAU location (or RAU numbers). Section V draws a conclusion for the paper.
SYSTEM MODEL AND DAS AVERAGE CAPACITY
In this section, we will present the DAS model and derive the system average capacity. As shown in Figure 1 , we assume that all RAUs being placed in cell as a circle, taking the same distance to the original of the cell where sets a BPU. Specifically, an uplink distributed antenna system with cell radius R, N RAUs (L antennas per RAU) is considered. Besides, single user with M antennas scenario will be adopted and the user should connect to all RAUs for its EE.
Due to the small scale fading, large scale fading and path loss, according to [8] , the overall uplink capacity can be written as
Where Y denotes the received signal vector, x is the transmitted signal vector, and n is complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with covariance matrix Considered the small scale and large scale fading, the 
where  and c denotes the path loss exponent and the median path gain at a reference distance 1Km respectively. Here the shadow fading of the systems is modeled as a log-normal variable as follows 2 10 10log (0, ), 1, , 
The locations of RAUs are represented by   . We assume the user is uniformly distributed in the investigate cell. Therefore, the probability density function (PDF) can be calculated as
On the basis of the system model described above, we can obtained the capacity of the distributed MIMO system with further efforts. In this paper, we assume channel state information (CSI) is well known at both of transmitter and receiver. Moreover, the transmit power are allocated among all RAUs equally, then we get the mutual information as inf 2 log det ( ) ( )
As we all know, after maximized the mutual information using central limit theorem and some important inequality like Jensen inequality and Minkowski inequality, in high SNR regime, the ergodic average capacity would be [8]   
Where
p is transmit power.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF DAS
In this section, we will show the expression of energy efficiency of DAS depending on the average capacity given in (9) . To derive the EE formula, we first present the power component which will be used latter.
In the paper, we assume the power consume of the system consists of four parts as described in [9] [10], including transmit power log + log exp( ) 2 ln 2 2
SIMULATION RESULTS
It is difficult to find out the exact optimal RAUs locations by deriving the exact analysis expression of the energy efficiency. As mentioned in [1] , the optimal location is not affected by the multipath or shadow fading, so that we can conduct the optimal location independently like article [4] [5] , in which the optimal locations of RAUs are obtained by using minimum mean square distance criterion under selective transmission assumption. But when we generalize this method to new rule of one user connects to all RAUs, the expression tends to be which is hard to figure this expectation out directly, so we choose Monte-Carlo simulation as a feasible way to invest the relationships between the location of RAU and EE, besides, instead of only focusing on one factor every time that the conventional works have done before, we concentrate our attentions on making an approximate full view on the interaction among factors of entire system through taking two factors into account each time.
In our simulation, parameter setting is roughly the same as that in [9] . The cell radius R is 1Km, the path loss exponent  is 4, the constant c is 0 [11] , and the power consumed by optical fiber is 0.1484dB/Km [12] . In Figure 2 , we compare the EE calculated using the analysis expression (11) and Monte-Carlo simulation. As graph shows, in high SNR regime, when M=2, N=5, L=2 and the transmit power ranges from 15dBm to 45dBm, the analysis results are below the Monte-Carlo simulation results in all cases. It means it is worth to conduct Monte-Carlo simulation to achieve the goal of finding out the optimal RAU position. Figure 3 shows the relationships between the location of the RAU，total transmit power and energy efficiency. The Dn in figure denotes the distance from the RAU to the central of the cell. Through the Figure 3 , when M=2, N=6, L=2, no matter how the distance changes, we can see that every EE-Pt curve is like a parabola. From the graph, the variation tendency is very clearly. In order to know the position of the maximization EE in this graph, we give Figure 4 . Figure 4 shows the maximization of EE in different distance while transmit power varies from 15dBm to 45dBm. Here we can see the curve of EE increase first then decrease when the distance becomes larger. Through the graph, the optimal distance is about 650m while the radius is 1000m. According to the simulation results, it exists the optimal location of RAU which maximizes the EE, in other words, we can improve the performance of EE by change the deployment of RAUs. In Figure 5 , we look for the correlation between EE, total transmit power and the number of RAUs as a further study. Here, M=2 and each RAU is subject to equipping with a fixed number of antennas as before (L=2). Also, the same with Figure 3 , the curve in Figure 5 is approximate a parabola at every certain number 508 of RAUs. From the figure, we can see the EE tends to decrease with the growing number of RAUs. To make it more intuitive, we give a graph which illustrates the variation trend of maximization EE to different number of RAUs while the total transmit power vary from 15dBm to 45dBm. Figure 6 tells us that the maximization of EE decreases with the increase of the number of RAUs. That is because the static power consumption is increasing since more RAUs being used, which leads to a faster growth of total power consumption than average capacity and finally declines the EE. This means there is no optimal number of RAUs for EE maximization in given situation.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first establish a model for distributed antenna system, and then we give the expression of EE. To investigate the interaction among the transmit power, the number of RAU, the location of RAU and EE, we give some three dimensional graphs to offset the insufficient in conventional works which only takes one factor into account and thus lacking deep and comprehensive understand for entire system. Simulation results bring out a conclusion that we can find the optimal deployment of RAUs to maximization the EE and there is no optimal number of RAUs for EE maximization in given situation.
